
Turn o� water 
supply.

REQUIRED TOOLS:

Adjustable Wrench Pliers Phillips Screwdriver
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Turn off water supply. Open 
faucet to relieve pressure. 
Pull sprayer (A) down to 
bring the hose connector 
(B) to top of wheel.

Turn top wheel spoke (F) clockwise 
until hose connector and hose are 
released.

Hold the top ring of the knurl swivel assembly 
(C) with pliers. Use a adjustable wrench and 
losen latch connector (D). Remove nozzle.

Slide latch connector up to expose 
compressor collar (E). Depending on hose 
configuration, there may be either a black 
collar or two brass metal circles.

Carefully pry black collar off neck of 
hose connection. The half circles are 
loose and will just fall out. Slide latch 
connector off end of hose connection.
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BEFORE YOU BEGIN YOUR INSTALLATION:

WHEEL FAUCET HOSE REPLACEMENT GUIDE
Model # 5100

Unscrew and remove 
set screw (G) from side 
of hose attachment. 
unscrew the hose (H) 
and slide through the 
hose cover (J).
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Slide new hose up 
through the spray 
holder (K).
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Insert hose connector and hose 
into top wheel spoke. Turn spoke 
counter clockwise until secure.

Slide latch connector over hose connection 
and up onto hose.

Slide half circles onto each side of hose 
connection. Hold in place and slide latch 
connector down, covering entire hose 
connection.

Using pliers and an adjustable wrench, attach 
hose back on to nozzle. Tighten until snug. 
Turn water supply back on and check for leaks.

WHEEL FAUCET HOSE REPLACEMENT GUIDE

Slide the new hose through 
the cover and screw into 
hose attachment. Secure 
hose with set screw.


